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Senior Web Developer specializing in front-end development and an accomplished 
graphic artist with a strong background in project management and customer 
relations experienced with every part of dynamic web project stages of the 
development cycle.

EXPERIENCE

Senior Web Developer (Consultant)
SEOP - APRIL 2005 – PRESENT

 Built the application from ground-up. Responsible for collaborating 
with the marketing executive and project manager for features that 
would benefit IT update subscribers to be included in the project.

 Creating tasks estimates for development of approved features for 
development.

 Creating admin portal pages and vendor websites by using SPA 
architecture through AngularJS 1.6/2.0, typescript, NodeJS.

 Creating HTML templates for each component and retrieving data by 
calling a restful service we have implemented, using Asp.Net Web API
and read the returned data in JSON format.

 Developed web and mobile version of the website using Bootstrap, 
HTML5, and CSS.

 Written client validations and asynchronous loading of data using 
jQuery for the site.

 Used entity framework and Linq for data access to retrieve and 
manage data for vendors, articles, and assets.

Junior Web Developer 
ABC Corp - 2001 – 2005

 Implemented and maintained content management systems, 
including installation, configuration, theme and plug-in integration, 
and ongoing support of departmental liaisons using existing platforms
and tools.

 Supported the development and maintenance of web applications, 
including building search indexes, integrating web designs, and 
building small collection websites.

 Monitored and reported on website traffic and performance. 
Performed periodic website audits.

 Performed maintenance duties, such as scripting, adding new content
to collections, rebuilding indexes, and maintaining templates and 
supporting pages.

 Updated web pages to ensure site accuracy and currency; perform 
light web design.
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 Interfaced with the existing database, using existing data and 
discovery tools user interfaces, and tools for specific discovery and 
delivery environments, such as library online catalogs, to access data 
stored on web services.

 Produced online content, animated gifs, static buttons, and email and 
landing pages under the direction of senior web developer and 
content manager.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor Of Science in Computer Science in Computer Science - 2001 
(STI College (Manila) - Manila )

SKILLS

ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET Webforms, LINQ, ADO.NET, Entity Framework, NHibernate, 
ASP.NET Web API, ASP.NET Web Service, Windows Service Environment: Visual Studio 
MSMQ,IIS Programming, Scripting Languages And Others: C#, VB.NET, Javascript, 
WML, XHTML, PHP, VB6, CSS, HTML 5,Javascript, JQUERY, JSON, AngularJS
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